Handshake helps all students launch meaningful careers.
Why should I use Handshake?
Jobs & Internships for every student

Personalized feed & custom recommendations for you

Employers eager to connect with you!

Community of students and alumni to help you every step of the way

One-stop shop for all your career building and campus career center needs
Jobs & internships for every student
The core recruiting platform for...

300K Employers of all shapes and sizes

100% of the Fortune 500
Jobs & internships for all majors, interests, and skills...

- Business & Finance moguls
- Titans of Technology
- Creative Visionaries
- Public-spirited Humanitarians
- Natural Science Fanatics
- Out of this World innovators
Browse a diverse collection of jobs and internships

700,000 active jobs and internships posted in the last 12 months

across 300,000 employers from all

Full-time
Part-time
Startups
Non-profits
Fortune 500 companies

50 states

plus

165 countries
Job Opportunities for All Students, All Year Round

45,000+ current part-time postings

Gain valuable work experience and make some money during the semester

- **Resident Assistant**
  - Amaranta University
  - Part-Time Job
  - Applications close Tuesday, 7/24
  - All Employer Preferences Match

- **Barista**
  - Starbucks
  - Full-Time Job
  - Palo Alto, CA
  - Applications close Tuesday, 7/24
  - All Employer Preferences Match

- **Cashier**
  - Whole Foods
  - Part-Time Job
  - Austin, TX
  - Applications close Tuesday, 7/24
  - All Employer Preferences Match

- **Farm Research Intern**
  - Agricultural, Inc.
  - Part-Time Job
  - Des Moines, IA
  - Applications close Tuesday, 7/24
  - All Employer Preferences Match

- **Server**
  - Bon Appetit
  - Part-Time Job
  - Los Angeles, CA
  - Applications close Tuesday, 7/24
  - All Employer Preferences Match
Find full-time jobs, part-time jobs, internships...and everything in between

World Armwrestling League
47 W Division St #174, Chicago, IL 60610, USA
No company type

Gain Real-World Experience with a New Sports League on ESPN

Professional arm wrestling. Is that a real thing? Not only is it real, it’s one of the fastest-growing sports in America, pulling in 9.1 million viewers on ESPN and ESPN2 this summer just 18 months after our organization opened its doors.

The World Armwrestling League is offering real-world experience in sports marketing as the we test new ways to keep pace with our nationwide success.

Cereal Makers, Inc.
Princeton, NJ, USA
No company type

Test a variety of cereals in order to ensure palatability and flavor conformity.

DESIRED SKILLS
- Love of sugary, processed cereals, cookies and snack foods
- Familiarity with a wide array of cereals in order to provide insightful quality comparison
- Ability to consume 2% milk as part of assigned test tasting projects

CEREAL MAKERS, INC.
Makers of specialty cereals featuring animal mascots from around the world.
Meet Zoe...
Belmont University, Entertainment Industry Studies, 2019
Digital Marketing Intern at Solo Media

“I got my current internship through Handshake, where I’ve been able to contribute ideas and creativity to major clients like Tim McGraw, Toby Keith, Janet Jackson, and more right here in Nashville!

In this ever-changing industry, I like that I can stay on top of the game with Handshake!”
Personalized for your career
Discover and Apply for Jobs that are tailored to YOU

Jobs for every student – from creative, to CS, to business
Much like your Discover Weekly playlist on Spotify, Handshake will provide you with a highly personalized list of job recommendations based on a variety of data points about you.

What have you previously searched for? What are other students in your field applying to? What locations are you interested in?

Handshake takes factors like these into account when curating your list.
Meet Juliana...
Carnegie Mellon University, Creative Writing, 2020
Development Intern at Partizan

“As a creative writing major, I was afraid there weren't any jobs for me. But Handshake sent me great recommendations based on my interests - cool companies looking for creative students that I'd never heard of, like Partizan. The smart filters made it easy to find roles in script coverage, a niche area I was focused on. Now, I'm reading scripts and developing lookbooks for well-known directors in LA!”
Employers are waiting to connect with you
The career search is not a one-way street!

Complete your profile!

Students with a full profile are **5x as likely** to be messaged by employers.
250,000 searches by employers per month
Meet Halley...
George Washington University, Political Comms, 2017
Digital Communication Intern

“It was amazing, I set up my Handshake profile without really even thinking about it, and shortly afterwards, a recruiter at the EU Delegation to the US reached out to ME! The position was perfect. I set up an interview within a week and got the summer internship.”
A community of students & alumni
Reviews: Learn, Grow, Repeat With Your Classmates

100,000+
reviews from students from
700+
schools nationwide, covering
300,000+
companies

--

Research Fellow
May - August 2017 • Rochester, MN

Stephanie Song
Junior, Neuroscience, Wellesley College

❤️ What I liked
Mayo Clinic is an absolutely fantastic and inspiring institution. Additionally, everybody there was very welcoming, accommodating, and offered to help in any way possible to make this an enjoyable and productive experience for me.

🌟 What I wish was different
Because I was considered a "non-employee" (not an official paid student intern) I did not enjoy the gym benefits.

😊 Advice
I got this through reaching out to my professor and joining his lab, so I encourage others to do the same. Also, prepare to work very independently and have your own creative ideas. My internship was not structured at all, and I was responsible for finding my own research topic.
Reviews: Across Industries, Companies, and Roles.

Project management intern
June - August 2017 • Glendale, CA

Austin Ha
Senior, Electrical Engineering & Computer Science, University of Pennsylvania

❤️ What I liked
Hands on experience as a project manager for a suite of applications handling movie order fulfillment to theaters, well developed project management office

🌟 What I wish was different
During my short 2.5 months, 3 contractors were let go making me question the overall culture for engineers in Disney.

💬 Advice
Spend a lot of time with project managers learning how they approach their work and their attitude towards their team during times of difficulty.

Business Analyst
June - September 2017 • Seattle, WA

Madison Huffman
Senior, Information, The University of Michigan

❤️ What I liked
The people and culture at Amazon are just clear to see the immediate impact that they have on what we do. An awesome and rare experience.

🌟 What I wish was different
I don't wish that a single thing had happened because it's what makes you arrive to the moment you leave!

💬 Advice
Be ready to take ownership over your project and career as if it's the best you ever had, so be prepared to tackle ambiguity and uncertainty with a strong spirit.
Ask any career related questions and get advice from:

14 million + students and young alumni in

1,000+ industries and job functions

Q&A: Learn, Grow, Repeat, With Your Classmates

Do Boeing interns get to have good work-life balance?

Alexandra Grochowski
Senior at University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

The work-life balance will depend on your specific team but you likely will have a good balance between work and life. Most interns work no more than 40 hours a week, if you become full time you may work more depending on the situation. I had plenty of time for extracurricular activities.

Cole Senesac
Senior at University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

The work-life balance at Boeing was one of the benefits. They had summer hours (meaning you can take a half-day Friday if you work an hour extra Mon-Thurs) and projects were not on a strict enough timeline where overtime was required. Very laid-back environment.
Q&A: Ask other students and alumni questions about anything career related!

Specifically for Summer Analysts, what should I know beforehand to succeed?

Isabel Macaulay  
Senior at Emory University  
13 days ago

Work ethic is definitely number one, as is the ability to have a thick skin and ask for critical feedback as often as possible. Be transparent about your skills, strengths, and progress. Be prepared to put in face time at the office even if it's unnecessary for you to be there. Understand that it's not always appropriate for interns and beginning analysts to speak/ask questions at certain meetings with senior management present. It's more important to get work done than to get it done perfectly.
Seo, Sophomore, University of Pittsburgh, Chemistry

“I was able to find Reviews for every single pharmaceutical company I’m interested in. They were so helpful for me to decide where to apply. I’ve told all my friends about it.”

Dudley, Senior, Creighton University, Occupational Therapy

“I’m in the middle of interview preparation, and Reviews have been a lifesaver for me to understand the process, and focus my prep in the right places.”

Silvia, Senior, University of Miami, Finance

“I love how I can see experiences from students outside of my school. It gives me a perspective I can’t get anywhere else.”
One-stop shop for your Career Center
Easy Access to Your Career Center

- Request appointments with your career center
  - Resume Checks
  - Mock Interviews
  - Career Planning

- Sign up for Career Fairs or Events from your phone!

- Interview for jobs and internships on campus
Discover what is happening on campus!
Meet Shelby...
Cornell University, History, 2018
Wealth Management Analyst

“By setting up my Handshake profile and selecting my interests, I got weekly emails about different networking events happening on campus. These were really helpful for me as I was exploring my career interests. Eventually, I attended a Morgan Stanley Lunch, and the rest is history.”
STEP 1

Log in

Open your camera app

*Tap the notification that pops up!*

OR

Go to

`SchoolName.joinhandshake.com`
STEP 2
Download the app
Search for “Handshake” on the App Store or Google Play.
STEP 3

Develop and launch your career
STEP 4
Help a friend

Refer a friend and you both could win $10k!

Share your link

Copy Link
Facebook
Twitter
Talent, meet opportunity.

Kick off your campus to career journey!

The UTHealth School of Public Health will soon launch Handshake to students, stay tuned for updates and announcements.